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Feng Guifen was a profoundly influential pioneer thinker of China in the modern 
times. He brought forward all-around opinion of “Making Use of Western Knowledge” at 
the critical moment of nation, and presented a suit of measures of reform. All of these 
were aimed to make the country strong and safe. The book The Protest of Xiaobinlu 
was his magnum opus. His thought was a connecting link between the preceding of 
Kang Liang and the following of Lin Wei. It was advanced at his era. He brought 
forward “Essence-auxiliary Thought” to deal with the relationship between Chinese and 
Western culture. Feng Guifen’s views on sci-tech and culture still have big 
methodological meaning today which can be use for reference how to deal with the 
relationship between Chinese traditional culture and modern sci-tech. 
In this article, I analyze Feng Guifen’s views on sci-tech and culture roundly base 
on the research productions of other people, and then point out its shortcomings. I also 
summarize its methodological meaning, and try to give some theoretic help for the 
integration of Chinese traditional culture and modern sci-tech. This article is divided to 
four chapters as follows: 
In the first chapter, I introduce the background of Feng Guifen’s views on sci-tech 
and culture and Feng Guifen’s experience and knowledge. Then I draw the conclusion: 
in the special days, it was luxuriant experience and knowledge which made the open 
views on sci-tech and culture of Feng Guifen. I introduce briefly the book The Protest 
of Xiaobinlu at last. 
In the second chapter, I discuss the connotation of Feng Guifen’s views on 
sci-tech and culture, including his thoughts of “Production of Western Machine”, 
“Making Use of Western Knowledge”, “Essence-auxiliary Thought”, reform of education 
and primary thinking of western regime. The emphases of discussion are the thoughts of 
“Production of Western Machine” and “Making Use of Western Knowledge”. 
In the third chapter, I analyze the shortcomings of Feng Guifen’s views on sci-tech 
and culture, including his accepting of the point that western knowledge came from 
China and lack of all-sided consideration on Chinese culture. Then put emphasis on 
summarization and discussion of methodological meaning of the views, including 
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making standard by good or bad. 
In the fourth chapter, basing on the several times of the integration of Chinese 
traditional culture and western sci-tech in modern times, I briefly discuss the 
integration of Chinese traditional culture and modern sci-tech. 
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① 冯桂芬：《校邠庐抗议·采西学议》，上海：上海书店出版社，2002 年，第 57 页。 
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